
ART - PUPIL VOICE 

Nursery 
 

‘I’m drawing a roller coaster. They are up and down lines for the 
roller coaster. I’m using red chalk on black paper.’ 

Reception 
 

‘I like it when I get some paper and cut out loads of creatures’ 
 
‘I like drawing stuff’ 
 
‘I like drawing my family’ 

Year 1 
 

‘I really enjoyed looking at the artist Quentin Blake we tried to copy 
his style by holding our pencils in different ways.’ HB  
 
‘My favourite part was using the clay to design and build our animals 
from our English Report. Mine was called a Sbera.’ LM   
 
‘I liked looking at Quentin Blake pictures. I drew one of Matilda.’ 
 
‘I enjoyed drawing flowers with different things, I used charcoal, oil 
pastels and watercolour.’ 

Year 2 
 

‘For me, I like seeing the end result in my art work.’ O.G 
 
‘I like to see what my picture looks like after all the other steps come 
together.’ A.A 
 
‘I enjoy mixing, making and using different colours.’ N.R. 
 
‘I like art because we get to make different things using different 
resources; like my clay minibeast and portraits.’ E.L 
 
‘I like art at school because we get to use many different skills and 
use many different materials. We get better by practising our skills 
and we make sketches that we can look at. I liked making a bug out 
of clay!’  AM 
 
‘I liked weaving - it was fun.’ G 
 
‘I like to design before making.’ J 
 
‘I liked making the clay bugs because we had to start with a pinch 
pot.’ E 

Year 3 
 

‘We have used paint to look at tone, tint and texture. We added flour 
to paint to give it texture and we recreated the ‘Flowering Garden’ 
painting by Van Gogh. I showed my sister at home how to do it!’ 
 
 

Year 4 
 

‘I liked being an Art ambassador.’  
 
‘I like to see what my picture looks like after all the other steps come 
together.’ 
 
‘I like art because we get to make different things using different 
resources. I also liked making different things like a castle. I liked 
using paper-mache, clay and mud rock.’ 



‘I like art because drawing makes me happy and I have enjoyed 
being an Art Ambassador this year because I like teaching the class 
what I have learned.’ – N H-T. 
 
‘I enjoy art, especially when we did our textiles unit because I was 
able to get quicker at sewing.’ – ER. 

Year 5 
 

‘Art is calming. It’s fun and nice. ‘OW 
 
‘I really enjoyed the clay because I could design my own thing and 
be creative.’ Alu 
 
‘I really enjoyed Art because I like drawing/clay/sketching.’ HW 
 
‘I’m proud of everything I’ve done in this lesson.’ WS 
 
‘I was really proud of my dragon head because I’m not usually good 
at art.’ PG 
 
‘I like being an Art Ambassador because you feel like a teacher.’ RJ 
 

Year 6 
 

‘We like art as this is relaxing. We can show our creativeness 
through our work.’ 
  
‘We enjoyed using different mediums throughout the year to 
produce a variety of pieces of artwork.’ 
 
‘Art gives me the opportunity to be creative’. 
 
‘Art helps me to feel calm and relaxed whilst having fun’. 
 
‘I have enjoyed using different techniques within my art work this 
year’. 
 
‘I like that there are no rules for art and we have creative freedom in 
our sketchbooks’. 
 

 

 


